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Before our awakening meeting in Bali in 2007, each of us has already spent a number of years in creative marketing communications, started in the 
middle of 90s in Jakarta. This meeting has led us to realize that Kopi Panas has the power to unite us. We, further, recognize that Kopi Panas has 

become our daily must-to-do ritual. "Morning without coffee is like asleep!" Doing the jobs delightedly on its highest best quality is our simple 
working philosophy. It colors our working practices effortless for the job itself is pleasurable indeed.

It ends more amusing for the defined rewards. It is evident that we are driven by our passion, even more we dare to state that this is our calling! 
Satisfied clients, partners and suppliers is not a distinctive achievement for us. Working to achieve the highest level of quality joyfully is imperative. 
It is not our target! Kopi Panas turns us to be not only a bunch of hardworking and smart worker, yet creative worker. We probably neither the best 

nor the biggest, yet it is crystal clear that we are different for Kopi Panas is "The Eye Opener".

We are passionate of what we do, not just “understand” but also experienced and we take pride in making your job as easy as possible. We can be 
part of as much or as little of your events as you wish. Whatever partnership we have together, you can always be sure that we will stick by your 

side and help you every step of the way… to make it happen.

We take care of all the details, as well as behind the scenes logistics, ensuring you can having fun with your delegates and enjoy watching all your 
hard work come together.
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